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Introduction and Acknowledgement The Curriculum Development Unit has undertaken the comprehensive review of the curricula in four subject areas for the primary school level (Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies and Science and Technology). This is a mammoth undertaking that requires thoughtful discussions, planning and writing. However, it is a most necessary and overdue undertaking. Through our visits to schools, interaction with teachers and other consultations we recognize that there are some issues that require our immediate attention. To this end an Interim Curriculum Committee was formed to examine the Science and Technology curriculum for Kindergarten to Grade 6. This committee has been tasked with identifying the standards that students are to achieve, providing teachers with clearer guidance as it relates to particularly problematic topics, updating the content where necessary, and recommending topics for removal or inclusion. This committee, with its members drawn from schools across the federation, have therefore prepared this revision and/or edit of the 2001/2002 edition of the curriculum guide for the primary school. We remain grateful to those teachers who contributed to the referenced edition and credit their work. The members of the Interim Curriculum Committee are listed below: Glenroy Blanchette (Lecturer, Teacher Education Division of CFBC) Dureen Burt-Queeley (Sandy Point Primary) Juliette Claxton (Head of Science Department, Gingerland Secondary) Dawn Dos Santos (Head of Science Department, Cayon High School) Devon Harris (Dieppe Bay Primary) Jolanie Johnson (Saddlers Primary) Shefton Liburd (Education Officer responsible for Science and Technology, Department of Education, Nevis) Patrice Mills (Principal, St. Christopher’s Preparatory School) Joycelyn Pinney (Cayon Primary) Shawn Revan (George Moody Stuart) Lornette Webbe (Joycelyn Liburd Primary) We also appreciate the feedback we received from the Education Officers, Principals, Resource Teachers, all other teachers and stakeholders during the vetting of the recommendations and proposed Interim Curriculum.



Olston R. Strawn (Mr.) Science and Technology Coordinator, CDU
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Overview



(Sourced from 2001/2002 Science and Technology Curriculum Guide for Primary Schools) The development of the Primary Science and Technology Curriculum for St. Kitts and Nevis is based on the philosophy that the students live in an integrated world. Their lives are impacted by scientific, technological, societal, and environmental factors all of which influence the kinds of challenges which students must face in school and in the wider community. It is hoped that exposure to the experiences provided by this program will help to prepare students to live meaningful lives and to be valuable assets to the communities in which they live. Teachers are encouraged to become familiar with the information in the following pages of this overview before embarking on their teaching assignments. Mission The Primary Science and Technology programme will help students develop scientific and technological literacy, sensitize them to the relevance of science and technology in their lives, and give them insights into coping with the challenges provided by science and technology in their environment. Dimensions of Scientific and Technological Literacy1 By actively participating in primary science and technology, the students will be enabled to: a) understand the nature of science and scientific knowledge; b) understand the nature of technology and its role in various aspects of life; c) understand and accurately apply appropriate science concepts, principles, laws and theories in interacting with society and the environment; d) use science processes in solving problems, making decisions, and furthering understanding of society and the environment; e) think in a logical way about everyday events, weigh alternatives and use technological processes to solve everyday problems; f) understand and appreciate the joint enterprise of science and technology and the interrelationships of these with each other and with other aspects of society and the environment; g) develop manipulative skills associated with science and technology; h) interact with the various aspects of society and the environment in a way that is consistent with values that underlie science; i) develop a richer, more satisfying, and exciting view of society and the environment, and continue to extend this interest and attitude throughout life.



1



These are explained in more detail on page 73
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Programme Programme Content Having accepted the recommendations made by the committee, this Interim Curriculum for Science and Technology now consists of 39 units to be covered across the primary school grades. These units cover a range of topics with particular emphasis on Earth Science, Life Science and Physical Science. A revised outline of the Yearly Scheme of Work is shown below. We also must reiterate that a minimum of three (3) class periods (of 35 – 40 minutes duration) per week should be allocated to the teaching of science and technology. Table 1: Revised Outline of Yearly Scheme of Work for Science and Technology



Grade



Term 1



Term 2



Term 3



Kindergarten



• The Weather • Matter



• Water • Making Things Move



• Living Things



Grade 1



• Living Things • The Senses



• The Earth • The Sky Above



• Motion



Grade 2



• The Weather • Air and Water



• Plant Growth • Habitats



• Food



Grade 3



• The Senses • Heat • Sound



• Animals • Plant Structure and Adaptation



• Properties of Matter • Machines



Grade 4



• Predicting Weather • Energy Conversions



• Light • Electricity



• Cells and Systems • Plant Diversity



Grade 5



• The Earth • Soil and Water Conservation



• Plant Structure and Function • Matter



• Heat



Grade 6



• Ecosystems • Growth and Development



• Energy Uses • Electricity and Magnetism



• The Solar System



If a primary school student is to derive the maximum benefit from exposure to this course, it is imperative that the instructional practices employed foster the development of science process and technology process skills in addition to and along with a certain curiosity and willingness to use their knowledge and understanding of scientific principles to solve the problems they will encounter in their daily lives. This can be satisfied if science and technology is taught, not merely as a body of scientific facts, but as and through inquiry; they are engaged in meaningful activities within the classroom and outdoors that stimulate exploration, observation, reporting, critical thinking to solve problems; they are given multiple opportunities to practice science and technology; multi-modal assessment is employed (portfolios, projects, reports, independent research, etc.) and not solely ‘paper and pencil’ tests. The series of units that follow, should therefore be pursued from this perspective and with this emphasis. The revisited specific objectives are listed and some sample teaching-learning activities have been reworked and continue to be included to provide another level of support to your practice. Introductory Material
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Unit Overview In this unit students extend their understanding of weather. They observe and describe weather patterns. Weather instruments are used to make measurements. Data collected from measurements and other information such as weather maps and satellite images, are used to make weather predictions. Finally, students gain an appreciation of the weather, by becoming aware of how weather affects people and other living things. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to: 1. 2. 3.



Observe and describe weather conditions Predict weather patterns Appreciate the importance of weather



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5



describe weather on a given day list the elements of weather define the term ‘weather’ record weather information daily from any media compare weather data



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8



identify weather instruments describe the functions of different weather instruments construct simple weather instruments record measurements made with weather instruments name and identify clouds types make local weather predictions discuss the importance of weather predictions say how weather predictions relate to local culture and folklore



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4



suggest some reasons why people rely on accurate weather information explain the importance of accurate weather reports to farmers, pilots, and sailors identify some hazards associated with weather describe some ways in which the weather affects (a) human activity: tourism, jobs, agriculture (b) other living things



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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1. Weather and Its Its Elements Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



describe weather on a given day list the elements of weather define the term ‘weather’



Materials: • Charts illustrating different weather conditions Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C5, D3, I1, D9 Activities: 1. Take students outside and have them observe the weather. Have them talk freely about what they see or feel in relation to the atmosphere at present. 2. Return to classroom and display charts illustrating various types of weather. E.g. picture showing child dressed in rain gear. Have a different child show each picture. Elicit the weather elements from the students and record them on the chalkboard (as charts are displayed). Elicit the definition of weather from the students. Competency Task: Have students draw any picture that they feel shows what the present weather is like.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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2. Recording Weather Information Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



record daily weather information from any media



Materials: • Tape recorder • Journal • newspaper clippings Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: Activities: 1.



Take students outside to look at the weather for that particular day and have them discuss their observations. After students have made their own observations have them listen to a recording of the day’s weather forecast and compare this with their observations.



2.



Distribute copies of weather information obtained from newspaper clippings, mobile app or website and have students compare this information with their observations. Remind students to observe important words used in the report.



3.



Have students make weather journal to record weather reports obtained from any available media over a 5-day period. Information will be tabulated in the journals as follows:-



Rainfall



Temperature



Unit 1: Predicting Weather



Wind Speed



Wind direction



Pressure



Humidity



Tide direction



Cloud coverage
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3. Comparing Weather Data Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1



compare weather data



Materials: • Weather data from previous lesson • recordings of weather data for about one week Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C5, D2, D3, D12, H3, I7 Activities: 1.



Divide students into groups and let each group examine the weather data they have collected to find patterns.



2.



Play a tape of weather recordings for about one week and let students compare the weather on different days



3.



Discuss with students how weather data is used locally and regionally to predict weather forecasts by meteorologists.



Competency Task: Display pictures showing different types of weather and have students discuss some of the things they would or would not do because of the nature of the weather being depicted.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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4. Weather Instruments Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2



identify weather instruments describe the functions of different weather instruments



Materials: • Paper streamer • paper cup • weather instruments (pictures and/or models) Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: D3, D5, D6, E6, H1, H2 Activities: 1.



Have students hold a paper streamer or a piece of thread in the air and observe what happens to it. Elicit from students what their observations tell them about the weather. You may ask the following questions: a. Why is the streamer or thread moving? b. What direction is the wind blowing from? c. How fast is the wind blowing?



2.



Question students about other solutions to the problem posed in questions b and c above. E.g. throwing paper cup straight up into the air to determine wind direction or speed. Look at the direction in which it travels and the position that it lands in.



3.



Introduce students to modern instruments. Let them look at instruments, such as the wind vane, rain gauge, barometer, thermometer, anemometer, and say what they should be used for.



4.



Have students identify instruments for measuring different weather conditions. For example: a. The thermometer measures how hot/cold the day is. b. The rain gauge measures how much rain fell. Discuss the functions of each weather instrument



Competency Task: Have students draw any weather instrument of their choice, identify it and write a short paragraph discussing its functions



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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5. Simple Weather Instruments Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1



Construct simple weather instruments



Materials: • Large jar • rubber membrane (material from surgical gloves or balloon) • elastic band or rubber band • 2 drinking straws taped end to end • 4 plastic drinking straws • Tape • 4 small plastic or Styrofoam cups • a pencil with an eraser • a straight pin • two identical thermometers • a small piece of wet cloth • a can with water Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A5, C1, C5, C8, D5, E7, E8, F1, G2, G6, I1 Activities: 1.



Place students in five groups and have each group construct a weather instrument. The following instruments may be built: Barometer, Rain gauge, Wind Vane, Anemometer, and Hygrometer. Here are some suggested instruments and how to build them: Building a Barometer (Group 1) i. ii. iii.



Stretch the rubber membrane over the mouth of the jar Leave the membrane over the mouth of the jar with an elastic hand or rubber band, ensuring that there is a good seal Glue the end of the 2 drinking straws tapped end to end to the centre of the membrane. The other end acts as a marker



Building a Rain Gauge (Group 2) i. ii. iii.



Place a 100mm diameter funnel in the top of a clear soda bottle Apply a thick ring of Vaseline around the bottle top to prevent evaporation. Set the bottle in the ground away from buildings and overhanging trees.



Building a Wind Vane (Group 3) i. Unit 1: Predicting Weather



Select a rigid drinking straw 7
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Push a pin through the midpoint of the straw and into the eraser on the end of a pencil At one end of the straw attach some weight, such as a lump of modelling clay, about the size of a marble Tape or glue a rectangular piece of cardboard (about 6 cm x 12 cm in size) on the other end of the straw Stick the sharp end of the pencil into a heavy ball of modelling clay



Building an Anemometer (Group 4) i. ii. iii. iv.



Arrange the four plastic drinking straws to form a cross Tape the four plastic drinking straws together at the centre Tape one drinking cup to the end of each straw, so the closed ends of the cups all face the direction the anemometer rotates Push a straight pin through the centre of the straws into the eraser on the pencil. This provides the axle along which the straws and cups will rotate



Building a Hygrometer (Group 5) i. ii. iii.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather



Place the 2 identical thermometers beside each other Cover the bulb of one of the thermometers with a small piece of wet cloth. Put the wet cloth into a water reservoir to ensure that it remains wet continuously
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6. Using Weather Instruments Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1



record measurements made with weather instruments



Materials: • Anemometer • rain gauge • thermometer • barometer • wind vane • leaflets • tin sheet with holes • containers with water (hot & cold) Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A5, C1, C8, D2, D3, D5, D12, E9, G10, H3, I1 Activities: 1.



Display all weather instruments constructed in previous lesson. Ask students to name them as they are shown and say what they are used for. Ask students to identify which instrument(s) can be used outdoors or indoors.



2.



Ensure that students know how to use each instrument. See the following instructions: Using the Barometer Place the barometer close to a wall. Tape a sheet of paper on the wall, making a reference mark on the paper to show where the tip is pointing. Observe the end of the straw every day for a few days. The device will show that a change is taking place. Students should be able to infer what is happening to the air pressure depending on the direction that the straw moves. (If the pointer end of the straw moves up, atmospheric pressure is increasing) Using a Rain Gauge Place rain gauge in a safe open area. Support it. Once rain has fallen into the jar, pour the collected rain into a measuring cylinder and take the reading. The gauge is emptied and supported again to allow water to enter it the next time it rains. Using the Wind Vane Place the wind vane outside. It will align itself so that the end of the straw with the lump of modelling clay on it will point into the wind



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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Using the Anemometer Mark one cup to act as a reference. The speed of the wind can be measured by the number of complete revolutions that the anemometer makes in a minute. The greater the speed at which it is rotating the faster the wind is blowing Using the Hygrometer The temperature readings on the two thermometers will differ. The difference in the two readings depends on the relative humidity. Tables can be obtained to determine the relative humidity based on the temperature readings from the wet and dry bulbs. Take readings with the hygrometer in different places: inside the school; outdoors; in a sunny place; in a forest. This will develop the idea that variation in measurement will occur, depending on where those measurements are taken. (Students need to know the importance of taking consistent measurements - consistent in method and location - if accurate weather forecasts are to be made) 3.



Distribute leaflets with table and explain to students that they will be making recordings when the instruments are used. (See table at the end of the lesson).



4.



Divide students into small groups and distribute the following materials to each group: a thermometer, a container with part frozen cold water and container with hot water. Have students measure the temperature of the hot and cold water. Note: Teacher should first demonstrate how to use the thermometer



5.



Take students outdoors and have them observe the use of the other instruments e.g. the anemometer, wind vane, and barometer. Continue to read findings in the table given.



Teachers Notes: To use the rain gauge, use the sheet with holes and the container of water to demonstrate rainfall. (Use one child to pour the water slowly and another to hold the sheet). Have students read and record findings Suggested follow-up activity: Field-trip - Have students visit the met-office and observe what happens there. Record of Measurements Made by Weather Instruments Element



Measurement



Instrument



1. Temperature (i) hot water (ii) cold (freezing) water 2. Rainfall 3. Wind speed 4. Wind direction 5. Air pressure Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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7. Naming and Identifying Cloud Types Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 7.1



name and identify cloud types



Materials: • Testament • cards showing cloud types • clear plastic container • clean gravel • hot water • cotton wool • ice cubes • 2 pieces foil paper Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C5, D3, D10, G2, I1 Activities: 1.



Have students read Luke 12:54 aloud. A student explains the verse and tells the role of clouds in weather. Students go outside to look at clouds. Have them look for: a. b. c.



clouds which are thin and curly (Cirrus) clouds which are puffy and heap up or pile up on each other and look like floating cotton balls (Cumulus) clouds which are formed in light layers (Stratus)



Note: All cloud types may not be seen on the same day. 2.



Show students charts with drawings of the 3 basic types of clouds a) cirrus, b) cumulus, c) stratus. Tell which type of cloud is ‘saturated’.



3.



Have students make rain and clouds in the classroom. Use items from the list above. Making Clouds and Rain: i. ii.



Put the gravel into the container so that it is higher at one side Shape one piece of foil into a bowl so that it just fits into the top of your container. Place the ice cubes in the foil bowl. iii. Make another foil bowl the same size. Fill it with cotton wool. iv. Pour some hot water into the container with the gravel. Now you have some land and a pond. v. Quickly put the bowl with the ice on top of the container. Put the cotton wool bowl upside down on top of it.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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vi. Observe carefully. Discuss what you see. Students will observe what happens and write a short report in their notebooks. Teacher’s Note: The students can help with the demonstration but the teacher must be responsible for pouring the hot water.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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8. Predicting the Weather Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 8.1 8.2 8.3



make local weather predictions discuss the importance of weather predictions say how weather predictions relate to local culture and folklore



Materials: • Natural environment Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C5, D2, D3, D10, G2, I1 Activities: 1.



Take students outside on a cool day and briefly discuss the appearance of a nearby mountain. Elicit from class what changes they observe in the atmosphere around the mountain - IT GETS WHITE. Have them say what first thing comes to their mind when they see this ‘white mountain’.



2.



Elicit other observations that let them know what the weather will be like, e.g., (1) if it is cold possibility of rain; (2) plenty of sand flies around - rain will fall. Have students share other observations which they have made that told them about the weather.



3.



Explain to students that they are making predictions. Ask the following questions: What does it mean to make predictions? Do you think making predictions is (a) important? (b) helpful? Discuss responses and explain that this is what meteorologists do when they forecast hurricanes, the intensity of the hurricanes, and the areas that will be affected. Early warnings can get us prepared to avoid extensive damage and deaths.



4.



Familiarize students with local sayings concerning weather predictions. Invite an elderly person explain how weather predictors are used. For example: i. Red sky at night, sailors delight Red sky in the morning, sailors take warning ii. Flying cockroaches - Rain will fall Arthritis pains - Rainstorm approaching iii. Bees stay close to the hive, rain is close by iv. Cumulus clouds in the sky - fair weather Have class discuss effects of local sayings on our culture and folklore.



Competency Task: Let students use local sayings to predict what the weather will be. Tell them to keep weather journals as this will be a long term project. Observations may help to support or reject some of these popular sayings.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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9. Importance of Weather Information Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 9.1 9.2



suggest some reasons why people rely on accurate weather information explain the importance of accurate weather reports to farmers, pilots, and sailors



Materials: • Weather chart • weather journal • magazines • clippings Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C5, D2, D3, D10, D12, G2, H3, I1 Activities: 1.



Divide students into 5 groups. Have them search through old magazines and collect the following for their weather journals. a. articles & pictures which show how weather affects peoples’ lives b. clothes people wear for different weather conditions; c. some crops grown during different weather conditions; d. some sports played in different kinds of weather.



2.



Pin a weather chart on the chalkboard with a weather report for that day which is the complete opposite of the actual day’s report. Have students identify the errors.



3.



Have students suggest weather types which are suitable for farmers, pilots, and sailors. Let students imagine that they are pilots, sailors, or farmers being given incorrect weather information. Have them tell how they would react to this situation.



4.



Discuss effects that inaccurate weather reports can have on these people, and reasons why they need to rely on accurate weather information.



Competency Task: Have groups of students plan a skit to dramatize some tourists’ reaction to bad weather making it difficult for them to shop or go sight-seeing. The second Session may be used for the group presentations.



Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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10. Effects of the Weather Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 10.1 10.2



identify some hazards associated with weather describe some ways in which the weather affects (a) human activity and (b) other living things



Materials: • sheet with table Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C5, D2, D3, D12, G2, I1 Activities: 1.



Allow students to discuss what kind of weather they like best. Then have them discuss any experiences they have had in bad weather. Question:



How many of your plans have been spoilt by rain?



Let students describe those activities that can be hampered by rain playing outside games, e.g. cricket, netball, football picnicking weddings hikes public meetings, etc. Ask whether they would like to repeat those experiences again and note their responses. 2.



Place students in groups 5 or 6 and have them use the table below to write some things that will happen as a result of different types of weather. Have class discuss information given by each group.



3.



Introduce the class to other weather hazards and discuss why they are referred to as ‘hazards’. Some examples are a. earthquakes, b. hurricanes c. dust/sand storms, d. tornadoes, e. snow storms, f. fog, g. hail. Elicit and discuss with class those hazards that will affect us such as hurricanes as opposed to those that we will not experience such as snow storms.



4.



Discuss with students some health problems that can occur because of poor weather conditions. Here are some examples: Hot weather is associated with: a. Sunburn - damage to skin b. Heat exhaustion - body lose too much fluid due to heavy perspiring c. Heat stroke - severe heat exhaustion (body’s cooling system does not work) - no sweating Can result in:



tiredness, vomiting, dizziness, fainting, muscle spasms, and death



Recommendations Unit 1: Predicting Weather
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- do not exercise - do not play or work hard in sun or in high temperature - drink extra water and fluids in hot weather Cold weather is associated: a. with frostbite/hypothermia - lowering of body temperature - freezing of the skin and layers underneath it Can result in:



shivering, feeling confuse/sleepy, and fainting



Recommendations: - dress warmly ensuring all other parts hands, ears, nose, etc. are covered - avoid playing/working outdoors for long periods in cold weather 5.



Engage students in discussions to share ideas on the importance of weather information and how the weather affects/impacts on (a) tourism (b) jobs (c) agriculture



6.



Ask students if humans the only ones affected by weather? Have them discuss how other living things are affected by weather. For example: Animals - destruction of habitats - change of homes e.g. birds flying south - whales migrating to warmer waters, etc. Plants - shedding their leaves - dropping fruit



Teacher’s Note: Distribute sheet with table (as shown below) to each group to be filled out as described in activity #2. Some responses could include flooding, uprooted trees, tidal waves, drought, etc.



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN Heavy Rain falls?



Unit 1: Predicting Weather



Strong winds blow?



Seas are rough?



Sun is Very Hot?
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Unit Overview The concept of energy is difficult for some students. Various forms of energy, and how they can be converted from one form to another, are investigated in this unit. Other related ideas, such as sources and uses of energy, are explored. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to 1.



Explain energy conversions and energy losses



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11



explain the energy changes from potential to kinetic energy explain the differences between potential and kinetic energy state the energy in named environment state the energy conversions explain how common forms of energy are used give examples of conversions of energy from one form to another explain how energy is lost in energy conversions explain the types of energy in any energy conversion identify forms of energy that people pay for name resources from which energy is produced show how energy use causes demands on resources and the environment



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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1. Does Energy Change? Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2



explain the energy changes from potential to kinetic energy explain the differences between potential and kinetic energy



Materials: • Balloon • paper bags • cans with rice • rocks • glass of water • bottle • ball • rubber band • tank Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: D4, E6, E7, E8 Activities: 1.



Review the forms of energy identified in the activities done in the last lesson. Allow different groups to report on the activities and the energy transformations from Potential energy to Kinetic energy



2.



Have students go to work stations in groups to experiment on other forms of energy changes and identify the changes. Here are two suggestions: a. Place water in the bottle, cover with a balloon and upturn the bottle. b. Blow air into a paper bag and pop the bag. Ask the students to explain the energy changes that take place.



3.



Have students report and discuss other applications of energy changes (mainly Potential and Kinetic)



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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2. Energy Around You Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1 2.2 2.3



state the energy in named environment state the energy conversions explain how common forms of energy are used



Materials: • Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: D2, D3, D4, D6 Activities: 1.



Review what has been done in previous lessons. The following questions may be used: a. b. c. d.



2.



What is energy? What are some forms of energy? Why do we need energy? What are energy changes?



Place students in groups to work on the following situation: Explain that in St. Kitts and Nevis fuels such as gasoline and diesel are used in generators to produce electricity which we eventually receive in our homes. 1. In addition to their use in motors, list the uses of chemical energy in fuels to which produces other forms of energy. E.g. in stoves for cooking, in lamps for light. 2. Give examples of how electrical energy is used in your homes. E.g. appliances for electrical lamps. Allow students time to discuss among themselves and then encourage them to share their views with the class. Discuss the various responses from each group to the tasks. The teacher will moderate the class discussion and will correct any misconceptions observed.



Competency Tasks: Have students list five (5) forms of energy in their homes. Ask students to describe at least five (5) energy changes that occur in their homes.



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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3. Energy Conversions I Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1 Materials: • • • • •



give examples of conversions of energy from one form to another



Connecting wires dry cell light bulbs paper clips peanuts or cashew nuts



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: Activities: 1.



C10, C13, D3, E8, E9, E10, G7, I1



The apparatus is set up and the circuit is left open as shown in the diagram below. Students are asked to gather around. The teacher chooses a student to close the circuit as shown in the diagram. Students observe that the bulb lights.



http://pefourth.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/4/7/20470476/2808560_orig.jpg 2.



Lead a discussion on the forms of energy which were present in the above activity. Have students describe the possible sequence in which the energy forms were present.



3.



Elicit from students the concept of changing forms of energy and have them review the suggested sequence in energy changes as presented below.



Chemical energy is stored in the dry cell as potential energy. This energy is converted to light as follows: Potential  Electrical  Heat  Light Unit 2: Energy Conversions 21
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Bend a paper clip to make a stand which will support a shelled peanut or cashew about 2cm to 3cm above the table top. Place a shelled nut on the stand and ignite it. Have students observe how long it burns. Ask them to say where the heat comes from. Explain that stored chemical energy is being converted into heat. This is the energy in foods that determine their caloric content. Have students think about what forms of energy are involved in this transformation.



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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4. Energy Conversions II Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2 4.3 Materials: • • • • •



explain how energy is lost in energy conversions give examples of conversions of energy from one form to another explain the types of energy in any energy conversion



Jack in the box slinky and dry cells simple motor and connecting wires energy conversion flowchart metal paper clips



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C10, C13, D2, D3, D5, D8, D9, G7, I1



Activities: 1.



Set up three work stations; (a) Jack in the box, (b) slinky and (c) simple motor with cell and wires. Divide students into groups of at least 3 persons and allow groups to alternate with each other for equal time. At each working station lay out a set of questions which will require students to be able to answer in class a. Write the energy conversions which occur when the objects are set in motion (i.e. the jack in box, the slinky, and motor. b. Which form of energy is present at the end of your energy conversion chain for each object? c. Explain what happens to the energy at the end of the energy conversion chain after the initial motion has stopped.



2.



Give students paper clips. Have them open up one of the paper clips and bend the metal back and forth in the same place many times. Ask them to describe how the metal feels. (Expected response - hot). N.B. If suitable paper clips cannot be found try using a coat hanger wire.



3.



Ask students why people rub their hands together on a cold day to keep them warm. Can they thing of other ways that friction produces heat? To further reinforce this concept, demonstrate the following: Pour tap water into a mixing bowl and measure the temperature. Using an egg beater, quickly beat the water for about two or three minutes. Measure the new temperature of the water. Give students the opportunity to explain why the temperature of the water increased.



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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Teacher’s Note: Be sure that the concept of conversation of energy is brought out. i.e. “Energy is neither created nor destroyed it merely changes its form”. Students should work individually and should be timed Competency task: Present students with a simple energy conversion flow chart and have them do the inference exercise for any of the activities done during the lesson after carefully observing the chart. Other activities may be chosen. E.g.



Cycle 1



a. b.



Identify any system which creates energy changes in the order above What happens to the light energy after it is created? Are there any further conversions taking place? (Yes or No) Explain why you chose yes or no in question ‘b’ above.



c.



Unit 2: Energy Conversions



Kinetic



Electrical



Light
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5. Cost of Energy Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2 5.3 Materials: • •



identify forms of energy that people pay for name resources from which electrical energy is produced show how energy use causes demands on resources and the environment



Pictures of forms of energy in use resources that produce energy



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



D6, D9, F1, F4, F6



Activities: 1.



Teacher simulates cooking on coals and asks the students to name the forms of energy involved, the resource used to produce the energy, origin of resource, and work done by the energy.



2.



Have groups of students work together to list other sources of energy for which we pay. The list may include food, cooking gas, petrol, diesel, wax, kerosene, etc.



3.



Have students work in teams to determine the energy sources required when certain activities are performed in the home and the energy changes involved. Have them complete the table below. Activity



Energy Source



Energy Changes



Turn on AC powered radio Turn on transistor radio Turn on light Start a car Use electric lawn mower 4.



Lead a discussion on damage caused to the environment because of the use of various forms of energy.



Unit 2: Energy Conversions
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Unit Overview This unit introduces light to the students as a form of energy which illuminates space. Light can be generated from natural or manmade sources. The natural sources of light include the sun, lightning and fire while the manmade sources (artificial light) include the electrical fluorescent bulb and filament lamp bulbs. The activities provide students with opportunities to examine the characteristics and behaviour of light. The unit also helps students appreciate the necessity of light in our ability to see objects. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to 1.



Investigate the characteristics and behaviour of light



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11 1.12



Unit 3: Light



state a working definition of light demonstrate a variety of ways to change the direction in which light travels observe the reflection of light observe the refraction of light view the spectrum that forms when light passes through a prism infer what happens when sunlight passes through a colour filter infer why objects appear to have a certain colour identify the two main types of lenses and their uses (convex and concave) observe how shadows are formed describe the characteristics of plane mirror images observe what happens when two different colours of light combine predict what will happen when coloured objects are viewed using different colours of light
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1. Shadows and Light Reflection Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



observe how shadows are formed observe the reflection and absorption of light describe the characteristics of plane mirror images



Materials: • Flashlight • variety of plastic products e.g. plastic wrap paper, plastic hand bag, plastic rulers, small bucket etc. • globe • string • tennis ball Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C10, D2, D9, G3, G4, I1 Activities: 1.



Darken the room and hold each plastic object in front of the flashlight beam. Have students observe how the plastic affects the passage of light through it. Introduce the terms ‘opaque’, ‘translucent’ and ‘transparent’. Let students decide which materials are opaque, translucent or transparent. They can work in groups and use charts like the one shown below to classify the materials.



Object



Opaque



Translucent



Transparent



Plastic wrap Plastic bucket Plastic hand bag



2.



Having already clearly defined opaque objects, allow students to shine the light of the flashlight on the opaque object of their choice. (Make sure it casts a notable shadow). Have students describe the shadow and explain what a shadow is. (A possible explanation could be that a shadow is an area of darkness formed on a surface when an object blocks the light falling on the surface).



3.



Help students to see the relationship between an opaque object and a shadow. The opaque object blocks the direct light from the area thus there is little illustration in the area directly opposite to the source of light. Explain to students that shadows occur on a global scale and that it is on this concept that we get night and day.



Unit 3: Light
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Using the flashlight as the sun and the globe as the earth demonstrate to the students how night and day occur. a.



Shine the flashlight on one side of the globe in a fixed position. Ask students to say what the lighted and shaded areas represent. (The lighted areas represent daylight while the darker areas represent night.)



b.



Spin the globe on its axis (do not move the flashlight) and have students observe how all regions eventually get daylight.



Torch Beam of light Globe 5.



The concept of eclipse can be introduced here. Explain to students how solar and lunar eclipses are formed. This is to be demonstrated.



http://astrobites.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Eclipses.gif (Note: Do not focus on diagrams. These should be demonstrated. Students are not required to draw diagrams. These model eclipses above can be displayed in class if another object is introduced into Activity 4 to represent the moon. A tennis ball on a string would be an ideal item.) Unit 3: Light
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Provide students with plane mirrors and ask them to look at their faces in the mirror. Instruct the students to touch their right cheek and to indicate which cheek the mirror image touches. Repeat this exercise for various left-right body parts (e.g. shoulders, nostrils, etc.) until students realize the concept of lateral inversion in mirror images. Have students compare the size of the mirror image with the actual object they are observing. Ask them to indicate whether it is bigger, smaller or same size.



Teacher’s Notes: 1.



While transparent objects allow the light which strikes them to pass through, opaque objects do not allow any light to go through them. Opaque objects are usually solid. These objects absorb and reflect light which strikes them (i.e. incident light, see Activity 1). Other objects allow only some of the incident light to pass through them. These objects are called translucent objects. Translucent objects scatter the light which passes through them making it difficult for us to see through them clearly.



2.



Light is reflected when it bounces off one object and into another. One of the most common objects used in the reflection of light is the plane mirror. When light strikes a mirror it bounces back into our eyes and we see an identical image of the object that cast light onto the mirror. The image seen through reflection of light from an object is known as a virtual image (or mirror image). Mirror images are vertically up-right but they are laterally inverted i.e. left side seems to be right and vice versa.



Unit 3: Light
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2. The Refraction of Light Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1 2.2



demonstrate a variety of ways to change the direction in which light travels observe the refraction of light



Materials: • Transparent cups • transparent oil • water • drinking straw or spoon Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: D3, D8, D9, G3, I1 Activities: 1. Fill a smooth transparent glass cup with water. Place a straight object such as a straw or pencil into the water as shown in Diagram A. Allow students to view the resulting illusion and describe what they see. 2.



Repeat the activity with the use of oil instead of water and have students describe their observations.



3.



Repeat the activity a third time with half oil and half water as shown in Diagram B. Have the students make comparisons between these situations.



A



http://farm2.static.flickr.com/1219/738579428_21f9b1d9c4.jpg



4.



B



http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-T6NfQdZq3ls/TVlEDN7g6GI/AAAAAAAAASE/RRo4ctqEPPA/s1600/oil+water+pencil.jpg



As an additional exercise have students suggest several ways by which they think we can (bend) refract light. It may be worthwhile to have them research it for homework and bring materials to the next class to prove or dispose their theory.



Competency Task: Light travels in straight lines. In the diagrams a single straight line representing the direction in which the light travels is called a ray. Several rays travelling together is called a beam. Light bends when it travels from one medium such as water to another such as oil or air. This occurs because of the difference in the densities of the two media. The bending of light is called refraction. Unit 3: Light
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3. Lenses Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1



identify ways by which lenses are used



Materials: • A variety of convex and concave lens • magnifying glass • tissue paper • powder • sand paper • pebble, and other small objects Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C9, D3, D8, D9, G3, I1 Activities: 1. Supply students with small interesting objects and allow them to observe the objects with their naked eyes for as many details as possible. 2.



Supply students with different lenses and let them observe the objects again noting any differences between these observations and the previous ones. Ask them to describe how the lens helped or hindered their observation.



3.



Allow students opportunities to state possible uses of each type of lens.



Teacher’s Notes:



Lenses are described as transparent optical objects with curved surfaces which cause light to refract as it passes through. There are many types of lenses and each is designed to achieve a specific refractive result. The convex lens is a good magnifier and is used in microscopes. The concave lens makes objects appear smaller and is used in condensers for film projectors. These lenses are displayed below; CONVEX:



These lenses generally are desirable for the convergence of light beams. This focuses the light to a point. Double convex



CONCAVE:



These lenses are generally desirable for the divergence of a light beam. This spreads the light out. Double concave



Unit 3: Light
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4. What is Light Made Of? Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2 4.3



view the spectrum that forms when sunlight passes through a prism infer what happens when sunlight passes through a colour filter infer why objects appear to have a certain colour



Materials: • Colour filter • Prism • cup of water • white paper • top • coloured disk • coloured light sources Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C3, C10, D3, D8, D9, G3, I1 Activities: 1.



Place a prism to intercept sunlight as it streams through a crack in a window or door. Place a white sheet of paper on the side of the prism away from the sun and allow the light to fall on it. Have students observe the layout of the colours of the spectrum on the white background (Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet). Instead of a prism a properly positioned glass of water could produce a similar effect.



http://www.ekshiksha.org.in/images_human_eye_10/figure_5.JPG 2.



Unit 3: Light



Activity 1 could be used in the reverse. The rainbow of colours could combine to give white light. Colour the disc as shown below and place it on a surface, such as a on a top, where it is spun rapidly. Depending on how pure the colours are they will slowly merge to form a whitish colour.
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https://ayear4science.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/newton-disc.jpg 3.



To show that white light is made up of various colours a colour filter can be used to separate out the colours. Have the students observe a beam of light as it passes through a colour filter. They should observe the colours of the spectrum on the other side of the filter.



4.



Ask students to explain why objects appear to have different colours. Explain the concept of absorption of light, i.e. absorption of some colours and reflection of others. The concept of absorption is closely related to the colours which we see. Dark or dim colours, e.g. black, tend to absorb light while bright or lighter colours, e.g. white, tend to reflect more light.



Teacher’s Notes:



White light consists of an intimate mix of rays of light of different colours. The rays are mixed so closely that our eyes are not able to distinguish between them and together they produce the effect of whiteness. When white light strikes a white surface all of light is reflected. When it strikes a black surface all of light is absorbed into the surface. When white light strikes a coloured surface the rays of most colours are absorbed while the rays of the particular colour are reflected. Since our eyes can only see the coloured rays reflected from the surface then we see the surface as the colour of the reflected rays. For example, when white light strikes a red book cover, the cover reflects red rays but absorbs most of the yellow, green and blue rays.



Unit 3: Light
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5. Blending Colours Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2



observe what happens when two different colours of light combine predict what will happen when coloured objects are viewed using different colours of light



Materials: • Water • glass jars • coloured dyes or food colouring • coloured light sources (lamps) Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, A4, A5, D1, D2, D4, D6, E3 Activities: 1.



Play a guessing game with the students in which they are to predict what colours they will see when two colours are mixed. Record the predictions then inform students that they will be given the opportunity to determine if their predictions are correct.



2.



Fill three transparent jars with water. Colour the water in each jar with blue, red and yellow colouring or dye. Position jars so that they overlap with the presence of a strong background lighting. (See diagram below). Let the students try to discover how specific colours are generated. The chart below can be used to record their findings. Use other colour pairs Colours mixed



Resulting colours



Red & Blue Red & Green Red & Yellow 3.



Have students predict what they will see when coloured light is beamed on to coloured objects. Allow them to shine light of different colours on objects of different colours and note their observations. Lead students to conclude that the colours they see represent the colours of light that are reflected by the objects.



Teacher’s Note:



In nature there are three primary colours - red, yellow, and blue. Various combinations of these give rise to all the other colours we experience.



Unit 3: Light
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Unit Overview This unit examines electricity as a form of energy. It also examines how that energy is used. Attention should be paid to developing the idea that the wise use of energy is an important way to conserve precious resources and to help protect the environment. Some of the ways in which electricity is used should be considered. Provide students with opportunities to identify examples of the unnecessary use of energy. Students also investigate static and current electricity. They investigate the relationship between electricity and magnetism through experimentation and manipulation of materials. Theoretical, abstract material should be avoided. General Objectives: By the end of the unit students should be able to: 1. 2. 3.



Investigate static and current electricity Recognize that electricity is a useful form of energy Explore the relationship between electricity and magnetism



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



write a definition of energy identify ways in which electricity is used list some conversions of electrical energy



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10 2.11



identify items that are electrical conductors and insulators distinguish between electrical conductors and insulators demonstrate ability to make and use simple electrical circuits explain the functions of electrical conductors and insulators draw diagrams of simple circuits identify the main components of an electrical circuit explain ways by which electricity is produced describe how electricity is produced in St. Kitts and Nevis describe hazards and precautions associated with using electricity describe ways by which electricity can be conserved construct posters on how to conserve electricity



Unit 4: Electricity
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1. Electricity as a Form of Energy Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



write a definition of energy identify ways in which electricity is used list some conversions of electrical energy



Materials: • Electrical appliances (bell, iron, radio, lamps) matches • Rake • Paper • pen/pencil • battery-operated toys Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, D3, D6, I1 Activities: 1.



Have student (A) simulate a farmer using a rake in a garden while other students guess what he/she is doing. Have student (B) lift a stack of books. Elicit the notion that both are doing work. Ask the students to tell you what people need in order to do work. [Energy] Where did the energy come from? What other forms of energy do work for us? (Electrical, heat, light, sound, mechanical.) Give clues when necessary



2.



Discuss work done by forms of energy in #1. Demonstrate use of electrical appliances. Have students identify types of work done by electricity. List these on chalk board



3.



Have students answer the following questions: What is energy? (Energy is being able to do work) Where does electrical energy come from? (Dry cells, batteries, generators, hydro-electric power plants, etc.) Which items are able to do work? (Burning coal, lighted match, dry cell, sun, moving water, moving windmill, fork)



4.



Teacher demonstrates the following activities and students identify energy conversions: (a) Turn on lights in room; (b) Turn on an electrical radio; (c) Start different battery-operated toys



Competency Tasks: A.



Have students do these tasks (i) Write a definition of energy (ii) State two (2) forms of energy (iii) List five (5) uses of electricity (e.g. to light house)



B.



Examine five electrical appliances and state what electricity is changed to. Example: electric bell changes electrical energy to sound. Discuss answers submitted by the students.



Unit 4: Electricity
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2. Current Electricity Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1 2.2 2.3



define the term ‘current electricity’ identify items that are electrical conductors and insulators distinguish between insulators and conductors



Materials: • Dry cells (1.5V) • Lamps • wire connectors • circuit boards • a variety of objects made from plastics, wood, glass, leather, cloth, paper, stone, clay, porcelain, lead, iron, zinc, water, steel, aluminum, rubber, cord, steel wool, etc. Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, D3, D4, D9, G3, G6, I1 Activities: 1.



Separate students into teams of three (3). (Communicator, Tracker, Manager). Give each team a circuit board, wires (connectors), dry cells, and flashlight lamps. Teams construct simple circuits using instructional cards and demonstrate how the circuits work. Ask students to explain why the lamps show light. Explain what current electricity is.



2.



Have students replace wire in simple circuit with objects provided. Observe and record results in a table under the headings ‘Electricity will pass’ and ‘Electricity will not pass’. Discuss results. Explain that those objects which allow electricity to pass through are ‘conductors’ and those it will not allow electricity to pass through are ‘insulators’.



Competency Task: Have students list as many conductors and insulators as they could find in the classroom in five minutes. Teacher’s Note: Refer to the circuits in the unit on Energy Conversions on page 22. Warn students of danger when working with electricity.



Unit 4: Electricity
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3. Let’s Make Electric Circuits Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1 3.2 3.3



demonstrate ability to make and use simple electrical circuit explain the functions of electrical conductors and insulators draw diagrams of simple circuits



Materials: • Drawing paper • Pencils • circuit board • connectors • dry cells • bulbs, • insulators and conductors • balloons • Van de Graf generator Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, D3, E7, F1, G3 Activities: 1.



Separate class into teams and have each team construct simple circuits and demonstrate how to use them on the circuit board. Have students draw and label diagrams of the circuit and identify the various parts. (Refer to circuits in the unit on Energy Conversions on page 21.)



2.



Have students explain the function of each part of an electric circuit paying special attention to the purpose of conductors and insulators in the circuit.



3.



Teacher takes each circuit board and creates a problem either by removing one component, changing positions of different components, increasing or decreasing the voltage in the circuit, etc. Have each team solve the problem created on their boards and demonstrate how it was done.



Unit 4: Electricity
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4. Let’s Make Electricity Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4



identify the main components of an electrical circuit explain ways by which electricity is produced describe how electricity is produced in St. Kitts and Nevis describe hazards and precautions associated with using electricity



Materials: • Circuit board • dry cells • connectors • lamp • motor • Van de Graf generator • simulated hydro-electric power plant • solar cells, windmills, water wheel • pictures showing electrical dangers and hazards Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A4, B3, C2, E7, F1, F3, F4 Activities: 1.



Review the main parts of an electric circuit - energy source, conductors, insulators, and appliances. Identify different types of each, i.e. different electrical energy sources, different electrical conductors, different appliances, etc. Other parts may also be reviewed.



2.



Have students work in groups to list ways in which electricity is produced. Lead a discussion on the feasibility of each method for St. Kitts and Nevis. It would be worthwhile to arrange a field trip to the electrical power plant on the island.



3.



Teacher demonstrates the use of the Van de Graf generator to show one way of producing electricity. You can also demonstrate how the hydro-electric power plant works. Have students explain the processes involved in each to ensure their understanding of the energy inter-conversions.



4.



Following the field trip have students describe how electricity is made in the St. Kitts and Nevis.



5.



Have class identify and share information on hazards of working with electricity. Discuss some precautions including clothing and tools used when working with electricity.



Competency Task: Have students construct posters showing some safety precautions people should take when using/working with electricity. Unit 4: Electricity
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5. Save Our Electrical Energy Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2



describe ways by which electricity can be conserved construct posters on how to conserve electricity



Materials: • Pictures showing electrical appliances • people working with electricity, and electrical dangers/hazards • posters sheet • glue/tape • markers • crayons Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, C12, F4, F6, H2 Activities: 1.



Initiate a brief review of the definition and forms of energy.



2.



Elicit from students ways by which people waste electrical energy. [Put your own list together and share with the students if they need help.]



3.



Discuss ways by which electrical energy can be conserved. [Use practical examples of energy use around the home and in the community.]



Competency Task: Conduct a poster competition in which students make posters showing ways to save energy. [Remember to acknowledge winners.]



Unit 4: Electricity
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Unit Overview In this unit students learn some general aspects of cell theory. They then study the skin in detail, considering its various components, and how the skin functions as an organ. Students are also informed about some of the diseases which afflict the skin and introduced to some things which could be done to enhance skin health. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to



1. 2.



Explain some aspects of cell theory Explain the function of the skin as an organ



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5



describe the basic structure of cells identify cells as the smallest components of organism draw and label diagrams of plant and animal cells describe the main parts of the cell describe relationships between cells, tissues, and organs describe characteristics of cells, tissues, and organs



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10 2.11 2.12



examine the skin on the hands and arms describe the skin on the hands and arms identify the location of hair follicles and oil glands compare sweat glands with oil glands explain some functions of the skin define the term ‘fingerprint’ examine and differentiate between fingerprints design and demonstrate a tool for examining fingerprints better describe why it is necessary to keep the skin clean name and describe some diseases of the skin identify foods for healthy skin design a poster of foods for healthy skin



Unit 5: Cells and Systems
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1. What are Cells? Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3



describe the basic structure of cells identify cells as the smallest components of organism draw and label diagrams of plant and animal cells



Materials: • Microscope • thin slices of cork • onion skin • iodine Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, D2, D3, G3, G4, I1 Activities: 1. Divide class into groups and have each group identify a Communicator, Manager, and Tracker. Give groups microscope, iodine, cork, and onion skin. Demonstrate how to use the items given to locate onion cells. 2.



Have students identify the cells on a piece of onion skin and draw a diagram of what they see as they look at the onion skin.



3.



Students will repeat Activity 2 using scrapings from inside their cheek. Advise them to spread the tissue very thinly on the slide in order to see the parts clearly. Elicit from students what they think a cell is.



4.



Present students with diagrams of plant and animal cells as shown below. Explain what a cell is and have students draw and label similar diagrams in their books.



http://www.bbc.co.uk/staticarchive/f9468650f741d0b706b56c467eb28b4e02cef04d.gif



Unit 5: Cells and Systems
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2. Parts of a Cell Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



describe the main parts of the cell



Materials: • Microscope • Solids • Iodine • diagrams of plant and animal cells Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, D2, D3, G3, G4, I1 Activities: 1.



Review parts of plants and animal cell using diagrams from the previous lesson.



2.



Put chart on blackboard with a labelled diagrams of a cells. Have students go to and identify the various parts of the cell. The class will repeat the names (nucleus, membrane, cell wall, protoplasm) as they are pointed out. Ask students to compare the plant cell with the animal cell in order to identify the main difference between them. (The presence of the cell wall outside the plant cell should be noted.)



3.



Describe each part of the cell - nucleus, cell membrane, cell wall, protoplasm - and explain what each part does.



Unit 5: Cells and Systems
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3. Cells, Tissues and Organs Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 3.1 3.2



describe relationships between cells, tissues and organs describe characteristics of cells, tissues and organs



Materials: • Microscope • Slides • onion skin • scraping from inside of cheeks • hair • fish scales • sand, thread, paper fibres, nylon, cloth, iodine, Styrofoam, lint • drawings of different types of tissues and organs Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C1, C4, D3, D9, G4, H2, I1, G3 Activities: 1.



Place students in groups and have them view a variety of materials using a microscope. In addition to the onion skin and cheek scraping, samples of hair, fish scales, sand, thread, paper fibres, nylon, cloth, Styrofoam, and lint are also interesting to examine, though some are not related to cells.



2.



Have students identify those items which are made up of cells.



3.



Describe the relationship between cells, tissues, and organs using the table:



4.



These



make



which make



bricks



walls



houses



cotton



cloth



clothes



cells



tissues



organs



Use drawings and examples to illustrate the following: a. a number of cells make tissues b. a number of tissues make an organ Examples of tissues may include bone, muscle, nerve, and fat, while examples of organs may include eye, nose, skin, heart, and lungs. 9Please note that this list of examples is not exhaustive.)



Competency Task:



A.



Write one (1) thing about
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a. cells b. tissue c. organs B.



Have students complete the table below by identifying all the cells and tissues which go together to form the organs listed. More than one cell or tissue may be placed in a box. Have students label a flower containing both male and female parts. Cells



Tissues



Organs skin heart ear tongue eye
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4. The Skin as an Organ Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4



examine the skin on the hands and arms describe the skin on the hands and arms identify the location of hair follicles and oil glands compare sweat glands with oil glands



Materials: • Diagram of section through skin (unlabelled) • magnifying glasses or convex lens Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C4, D2, D3, F1, G3, G4, I1, I3 Activities: 1.



Review the relationships between cells, tissues, and organs.



2.



Have students examine the skin on arms and hands of each other. They may use magnifying glasses or convex lens. Ask them to record observations about how the skin looks and how it feels noting as many similarities and differences as possible.



3.



Present an unlabelled diagram of the skin and ask students to locate the parts of the skin such as pores, muscle, blood vessels, fat cells, oil glands, and hair follicles. Have them observe and state where each part is located and insert the labels based on class consensus.



4.



Compare and contrast oil gland and sweat glands using these questions: a. Where are they located? b. What does each secrete? c. What is the job of each? d. How are they different?
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5. Functions of the Skin Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 5.1



explain some functions of the skin



Materials: • A labelled diagram of section of skin Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C4, D2, D3, F1, G3, G4, I1, I3 Activities: 1.



Using group reports from the previous lesson, discuss the difference between the skin found on arms and hands. Give reasons why the skin in palm is different from skin on the arms.



2.



Discuss the functions of the skin in the palm of the hand and on the arms. Note differences and similarities.



3.



Ask students to explain how the skins of human and other animals protect the body from the cold. Note similarities and differences especially in terms of body covering and amount of fat in skin.



4.



Discuss the skin’s function as a barrier keeping bacteria out while keeping tissues and organs in.



Teachers’ Note: Dogs have few sweat glands and keep cool using their tongues. There is more hair on certain animals for increased protection. Animals such as Alligators and Crocodiles have very thick skin. Birds use their feathers for insulation. (Please review other information on the function of the skin before teaching this lesson.)
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6. Identification Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 6.1 6.2 6.3



define the term ‘fingerprint’ examine and differentiate between fingerprints design and demonstrate a tool for examining fingerprints better



Materials: • Plates • foods of different types • boxes of food products • small box • magnifying glass • tape • scissors • cylindrical tube (cardboard) • pieces of cardboard • pictures of food • ink or markers • white paper Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C1, D2, D3, D4, G4, I1, I3 Activities: 1.



Have students examine fingers and note the patterns on the ends of the fingers opposite the fingernails. (These patterns are referred to as fingerprints.) Place students in groups and have them discuss how to make fingerprints using chalk, pencil, and ink.



2.



Have students make fingerprints and examine them noting differences and similarities even among their own prints. Find out from students whether they think that all prints the same. Discuss responses.



3.



Give each group of students a box, magnifying glass, tape, tube, and scissors. Instruct students make a tool to examine fingerprints better. Have students design and demonstrate how their tools will be used to examine fingerprints.



Please Note: Teacher would list the major types of fingerprints which exist. Allow students to classify the fingerprints of their classmates after they observed them
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Types of fingerprints



https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/6a/02/5c/6a025c961a51be029266fec211d64cc1.gif Have students record their results in a table as shown Name of student



Finger printed



Type of print



.
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7. Healthy Skin Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objective: Students should be able to: 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4



describe why it is necessary to keep the skin clean name and describe some diseases of the skin identify foods for healthy skin design a poster of foods for healthy skin



Materials: • Potatoes • potato peelers • small jars with covers • picture of skin diseases • pictures of foods • pictures of claws, beak, hooves, fingernails • cardboard • scissors Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: A1, C1, C2, C4, D2, D3, D9, G3, H2, I1, I3 Activities: 1.



Have some students peel about 5 potatoes without washing their hands. Drop 2 of the potatoes on the ground to simulate what might happen if foods are dropped while preparing. Place peeled potatoes in a jar and label them ‘Peeled with unwashed hands’ or ‘Dropped on Floor’. (Make sure all jars and lids are thoroughly cleaned before this activity.) Now have some other students wash their hands and the peelers thoroughly and peel another set of potatoes. Place peeled potatoes in a jar and label them ‘Peeled with washed hands and clean peelers’.



2.



Put lids on all jars and have students observe and record changes in the potatoes every few days for two to three weeks. Note that some potatoes peeled with unwashed hands will develop mould after a few days while those peeled with clean hands may not develop mould depending on how clean the hands were.



3.



Discuss the health implications of preparing food. Get students to understand the importance of washing hands before preparing or eating food. Also establish the fact that while hands do not appear to be dirty sometime after washing, various microscopic spores and bacteria may settle on the skin. If left there long enough they begin to produce some unpleasant odours.



4.



Ask students to name any ailment that affects the skin. Present pictures showing skin diseases such as lotus, scurvy, and kwashiorkor. Inform students that healthy skin needs vitamins A, B, C, D, and Potassium.



5.



Present students with a list of foods and their nutritional value and have students choose foods for healthy skin. The following chart could be used:
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Foods



Nutritional Value



Foods for healthy skin



green vegetables



vitamin B



(write all food good for healthy skin)



meat



vitamin B



citrus fruits



vitamin C



mango, carrots



vitamin A



citrus fruits, avocado



potassium



milk products



calcium
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Unit Overview This unit on Plant Diversity examines the variety of plants. Different phyla, classes, orders and families of plants are examined. Plant classification is very complex. A detailed classification system does not need to be developed. Plants have adapted to survive under a wide variety of growing conditions. In this unit students should explore ways in which those adaptations can occur. General Objectives: By the end of this unit students should be able to 1. 2. 3.



Appreciate the diversity of plants Examine various types of plant adaptions Appreciate the value of plants



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6



examine a variety of flowering plants identify similarities and differences among flowering plants identify and describe the main parts of a flower compare the characteristics of plants that produce seeds and plants that do not produce seeds investigate how plants are classified by their characteristics examine the leaves and seeds of different types of trees



2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5



identify some structural adaptations of plants give examples of how plant adaptations help plants to survive under certain conditions examine plant adaptations based on food storage identify plant adaptations based on climatic conditions explain plant adaptations based on the availability of water, the influence of sunlight, differences in seed dispersal, and differences in soil conditions



3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8



develop a sense of respect for all living things explain ways in which plants enable other living things to survive explain how plants can be affected by changes in the environment describe changes that occur due to widespread destruction of plants explain why we need to employ conservation measures to preserve plant life identify plants which are grown for food discuss the importance of plants in agriculture identify some products other than food which come from plants
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1. Observing Flowering Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 1.1 1.2



examine a variety of flowering plants identify similarities and differences among flowering plants



Materials: • Samples of some flowering plants • samples of flowers • leaves and seeds from various plants • hand lenses • microscope • razors Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C4, C6, D1, D3, D4, E3, G1, G2 Activities: 1. Divide students into four groups. Instruct group 1 to examine flowers from various plants. Group 2 will examine leaves from various flowering plants. Group 3 will examine seeds from flowering plants. Group 4 will examine different flowering plants. 2.



Groups will report on the characteristics they observed noting the many differences between the flowers, leaves, seeds and the plants themselves.)



3.



Have students research information on monocotyledons and dicotyledons. They will produce charts as follows: Monocotyledons Narrow leaves Parallel view Seeds have one cotyledon Examples: grass, cereals, sugar cane, lilies, palms



4.



Dicotyledons Broad leaves Net veins Seeds have two cotyledons Examples: i. herbaceous plants: sunflower ii. shrubs, woody, bushy: hibiscus iii. deciduous trees: flamboyant iv. evergreen trees: mango



Students will use the information in the chart to group the samples of leaves, seeds, flowers and plants.



Competency Task: Take students outside to study various flowering plants. Identify plants as Monocotyledons & Dicotyledons. The razor blade should only be handled by the teacher. Keep water handy to wash hands after touching plants, or if juice or sap touches the skin. Warn students not put flowers in mouth. Unit 6: Plant Diversity
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2. Parts of a Flower Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 2.1



identify and describe the main parts of a flower



Materials: • Variety of flowers • charts with diagrams of parts of flower • sheet with table • hand lens • razor blade Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C4, C6, D1, D3, G1, G2, I1 Activities:



1.



Students are placed in groups and each group is given a variety of different flowers. Have students look at the flowers and complete the table Flower



Colour



No. of petals



Odour



Size



2.



Still in groups students will attempt to identify the main parts of the flower - petals, sepals, stamen with anther and filament, pistil with style and ovary, and stigma. The teacher works with students to ensure that they have identified the main parts correctly.



3.



Have students dissect a hibiscus flower to observe the various parts. When examining the female part of the flower it will be necessary to remove the pistil and cut through it vertically to discover the style and ovary. The anthers should be opened carefully so that students may observe the pollen grains.



4.



Students will use hand lens to observe the various parts of the flower. Have students describe the different parts as they observe them. Display charts of the flower to aid discussion especially on the male and female parts of the flower.



5.



As an additional exercise the students may be asked to complete the table below to distinguish between the main parts of different flowers.
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Hibiscus



Rose



Bougainvillea



Poinciana



Sepals and Petals Anther Stigma Ovary Filament Style etc. Let pupils put  or  according to the parts that can be found in each individual flower. Explain that some plants are either male or female in that they only possess male or female parts while most plants have both male and female parts of the flower on the same plant. Sometimes the male and female parts are on separate flowers, but more often they are found on the same flower. Competency Tasks: Draw and label both the male and female parts of a flower and say one thing about any part. Teacher’s Notes: Pistil: long tube containing all female parts (some flowers have more than one pistil) Style: long thin tube which rises from the top of the ovary Stigma: top of the style covered with sticky fluid to secure pollen grains when transferred. (Collects pollen grain) Ovary: large oval-shaped part at bottom of pistil where the seeds are formed. The ovary develops into a fruit Ovules: immature seeds containing egg cells. Stamen: male reproductive part of the flower Anther: knob on top of filament; pollen grains are found inside the anther in pollen sacs Filament: string-like part that has the anther attached at the top Petals: brightly coloured - to attract insects Sepals: usually green - Protects young flower as it grows As each part above is discussed pupils will identify by removing the part from the original flower.
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Comparing Plant Characteristics



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 3.1 3.2



compare the characteristics of plants that produce seeds and those that do not produce seeds investigate how plants are classified by their characteristics



Materials: • Text book on plants • Plants • Plastic • manila Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors: C2, C4, D1, D2, D3, D4, E3, E4, E5 Activities: 1.



Divide students into groups and have them collect several plants from the neighbourhood. Have students observe each plant and discuss similarities and differences between the plants collected, e.g. leaf - shape; where they grow, stem size, seeds



2.



Group plants with similar characteristics, e.g. leaf shape. Use book on plants to assist in making identification.



3.



Have a student look for those plants which produce seeds. Examine them and note their parts. Explain what is seen. Have another student look at non-flowering plants noting their parts. Have them try to find out parts which are found on plants that produce seed and those that do not.



4.



Laminate the plants collected mount them on posters in two groups: a. Plants that produce seeds and b. Plants that do not produce seeds.
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4. Seeds and Leaves of Plants Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 4.1 Materials: •



examine the leaves and seeds of different types of trees



A variety of leaves and seeds



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C4, D1, D3, D4, G2, I1



Activities: 1.



Divide the class into small groups and display at least one type of seed on each desk, e.g. plum, soursop, golden apple, mango, cucumber etc. Ask students to name the seeds in front of them.



2.



Display leaves of various plants on a display on board and ask volunteers from each group to identify matching leaves to the seeds on their desks. In addition, display leaves that do not have matching seeds, e.g. croton, dumb-cane etc.



3.



Instruct students to compare the leaves and seeds according to shape, size and possibly the shade of green. Ask students to also note the similarities among certain seeds and leaves, e.g. the soursop and the sugar apple seed. Elicit from students that some plants have similar leaves and seeds whereas some do not have seeds at all.



4.



Students will engrave leaves that are available. Have students label the leaves with the names of the plants. Have students write at least five (5) examples of plants that have large seeds, medium or tiny seeds Seed Size



5.



Large



Medium



Small



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Mango Manciport Stinkin’ Toe Golden Apple Pear



Pumpkin Soursop Sugar Apple Plumb Tamarind



Tomato Pepper Canadian apple Cucumber Guava



Have students collect the leaves that are used to make tea and challenge them to make their own tea-bags.
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5. Structural Adaptations of Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 5.1 5.2 Materials: •



identify some structural adaptations of plants give examples of how plant adaptations help plants to survive under certain conditions



Plants: cactus, sunflower, casha tree, vine that grows on the sea shore, and others that demonstrate specific adaptation



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C2, C4, D1, D3, E3, E4, E5



Activities: 1.



Have groups of students research information on why various types of plants live in different environments. They will note such factors as light, temperature, soil, water, wind as being responsible for plants distribution Group 1 will identify some structural adaptations of the cactus Group 2 will identify some structural adaptations of the sunflower Group 3 will identify some structural adaptations of a running plant that grows on a sandy beach Group 4 will identify some structural adaptations of a casha tree [Other groups may be formed depending on the variety of plants available.]



2.



Each group will list the structural adaptations identified in each plant and explain how these adaptations help the plants to survive.
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Students will display the information as follows:Plant



4.



Grade 4



Structural adaptations



Where found



How these adaptations help the plants to survive



Cactus of Prickly Pear



thick, fleshy stems, reduced or spine like leaves, long fibrous roots



hot, dry sandy places (desert, near the coast)



The stems and leaves help the plants to conserve water



Sunflower



tall long stems with broad circular flower growing at the top



in an open area, unobstructed by the shade



The flower opens up and turn its face to the sunlight enabling the plant to trap as much sunlight as possible for the making of food



Vine (along the beach)



medium-sized waxy leaves, long fibrous roots, low-lying



on the sea shore



The leaves can withstand the saltiness of the water; the roots can tolerate the salts in the sandy soil and the underground water. The plant can also withstand the movement of the waves and the tendency of the sand to become powdery when dry, and the strong winds



Casha



small leaves, spring stems



dry, hot areas, e.g. close to the sea



The leaves and stems help the plant to conserve water



Take pupils on field trip to the beach to observe and collect various plants that grow along the sandy shore. They may also visit other environments where adaptations are noticeable.
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6. Food Storage in Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 6.1 Materials: • •



examine plant adaptations based on food storage



A variety of fruits and vegetables activity card (see below)



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C2, D1, D3, I1



Activities:



1



Present students with different types of foods from plants such as roots (potato, carrots), stems (sugar-cane, greens), fruits (mango, banana). Ask students to describe the types of plants that these foods come from. Have them also identify the part of the plant the foods are produced.



2



Display a food such as a cabbage and ask students to tell which part of the cabbage plant we eat. Have them think of other foods that are similar and name them. Examples may include calalloo, lettuce, cauliflower, spinach.



3



Ask students to state where different types of plants store their food. Have them observe that the storage parts differ depending on the type of plant and include leaves, stems, fruits and roots.



4



Instruct students to list as many foods as they can which store food in the leaf, stem, root or fruit. Use the layout suggested below. Leaves



Stems



Roots



Fruits



cabbage



sugar cane



peanuts



cashew



spinach



ginger



potato



mango



calalloo



coco



carrots



guinips



lettuce



yam



cassava



soursop



cauliflower



dasheen



beet



guava



onion



radish



golden apple



Teacher’s Note: Be sure to include examples of underground stems. They do have roots but are called stems although they are underground. Unit 6: Plant Diversity
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7. Plant Adaptation Based on Climatic Conditions Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 7.1 Materials: • • •



identify plant adaptations based on climatic conditions



Clippings of plants marked as follows: growing towards light, growing towards water, growing away from direction of the wind, limp plant, and leaf loss drawings of the same conditions demonstrated by the clippings 4 small potted plants



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C4, C10, D3, D11, E4, E5



Activities:



1.



Have students recall their observations about plants in certain weather conditions. For example, have them describe how plants look when the weather is very hot, rainy, and windy. Ask them to compare the growth of plants near to a water source, such as a leaking pipe, with that of another plant with little access to water.



2.



Have students match clippings with drawings and discuss reasons for their match making. Ensure that students understand that plants make changes depending on the condition of the climate. Refer to drawings to illustrate point. Explain reason for each change shown by each drawing.



3.



To further illustrate the point, students will: a. put a plant in the refrigerator and leave another at room temperature b. Put a plant by an open window; another in a dark room Students observe plants put into the different conditions and note changes in the plants. Please determine other conditions and have students experiment with them. Discuss what happens in relation to the effect of the climate on the plant.
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8. Factors Affecting Plant Adaptations Duration:



2 Sessions



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 8.1 Materials: • • • • •



explain plant adaptations based on the availability of water, the influence of sunlight, differences in seed dispersal, and differences in soil conditions



Two pieces of sponge Water Containers pieces of stick charts with diagrams



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C4, D1, D11, D16



Activities:



1.



Take pupils on a nature walk and have them observe a variety of growing plants. Point out plants in peculiar places such as plants growing between or on rocks, plants growing on other plants. Bring some of these plants back into the classroom. Ensure that they have their roots.



2.



Discuss the differences between the plants collected in terms of size and appearance of leaves, size of stem, root system, etc.



3.



Have students take two pieces of sponge of different sizes and soak up water. Squeeze the water from each sponge into different containers. Have students determine which sponge held in the most water and explain why it had in the most water. This activity is used to highlight the following: a. Leaves are smaller in drier regions so as to lesson the amount of water loss. Remember: Plants lose water through their leaves. b. Some plants in these dry climatic areas have no leaves



4.



Give pieces of stick different lengths to two students who are tall alike. (Make sure one stick is long enough to reach the bottom of container) Have students note these two variables: a. Students are of similar heights b. They have to stand straight up and let stick extend into container Question: Which boy’s stick will get wet? Why? This activity is used to highlight the following: Plants with short roots will survive in places where water is close to the soil’s surface. Unlike plants with longer roots that will survive in drier regions because their roots are longer to reach the water level that is further down.
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Remember: Plants absorb water from the soil via their roots and they have special water conducting cells to get the water up to the leaves. some plants have succulent stems and leaves for storing the water. In dry conditions the leaves wilt or droop. 5.



Have students recall what Zacchaeus did because he wanted to see Jesus. Answer: He climbed up into a sycamore tree. Why? Identify some plants that are climbers and lead a discussion on why they have adapted the ability to climb up other plants. One possible answer is that although rooted in ground they climb trees, rocks, or walls to reach sunlight. Indicate also that some plants actually grow on the tree or whatever it is climbing.



Competency Task: Match the following climatic conditions on the left with the plant adaptations on the right (you may add others on both sides): Much sunlight



thick cuticular layer all over the surfaces of the aerial parts



Plenty water



shed their leaves



Seed dispersal



climb up on tree/walls



Little or no water leaves and stems are delicate, thin, and rich in sap Very dry conditions



light feathery seeds, travels in the air by wind superficial roots long periods of dormancy as seeds/pods
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9. Usefulness of Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 9.1 9.2 Materials: • •



develop a sense of respect for all living things explain ways in which plants enable other living things to survive



Charts with carbon and nitrogen cycles copy of food web



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C2, C4, C14, H4, I3



Activities: 1.



Divide the class into two groups: Call one group “Plants” and the other group “Animals”. Let students debate which group is more important. Students will recognize that all living things are important because of the interrelationships among them.



2.



Have students construct and explain simple food webs and food chains to demonstrate how plants enable other living things to survive. Charts with simple designs of nutrient cycles should be displayed. The Carbon Cycle and the Nitrogen Cycle provide good examples. Discuss these.



3.



Discuss with students the importance of plants for the survival of animals including man. Have them share thoughts on what would happen if all plants in a particular habitat disappear. Remember: Plants produce oxygen that animals require for respiration, whereas, animals release carbon dioxide that plants depend on for photosynthesis.



Competency Task: Let students draw any one of the nutrient cycles and briefly explain the processes involved. They may choose either the carbon cycle or the nitrogen cycle.
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10. Effect of Environmental Change on Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 10.1 Materials: •



explain how plants can be affected by changes in the environment



Chart with things made from trees



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C2, D4, H4



Activities: 1.



Show chart with things which are made from trees such as a wooden rule, pencil, paper, board, wood (fuel), furniture (a table). Elicit what was done to the trees in order for these items to be done. Discuss students’ responses.



2.



Guide students to suggest some changes in the world which can have effect on plants. Some examples include: a. oil spills on marine plants b. great demand for more space to develop a community (e.g. houses, roads) c. great demand by farmers for farmland crops and land for grazing d. farmers using plant leaves for manure e. long droughts due to El Nino system



3.



Reinforce the fact that changes in the environment can have effect on plants. By having students work in groups to make a drawing showing one way by which plants change with the environment.
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11. The Destruction and Conservation of Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to: 11.1 11.2 Materials: • •



describe changes that occur due to widespread destruction of plants explain why we need to employ conservation measures to preserve plant life



Sprinkler can piece of land



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



C1, C10, C12, D3, F4, H1, H4, H6



Activities:



1.



Select a small bushy area of land in the school yard. Have students discuss what would happen if they remove some plants, weeds, or grass from the area. Discuss the effects of cutting down trees for housing, fuel, agriculture, etc. (Possible answer: Deforestation).



2.



Have students clear a small area of the school yard, preferably an area with a slope, and use a sprinkling can to simulate rain falling on the land. (Make it appear as if a heavy downpour of rain has occurred.) Have students make observations and discuss what they observe. [Observations may include (a) holes in the ground or (b) water running causing the effect of erosion.]



3.



Have students say if we can eradicate this problem of erosion. Discuss this problem and the need for its control. Measures of control may include tree planting, contour ploughing, terracing, and planting grass. Discuss each of these with your class.



4.



Present the information in the following table and discuss with your class the effects of deforestation, industrial pollution, and man’s activities on plants. Ensure that students are able to explain relevant conservation measures.
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Plant Destruction



Changes that occur



Conservation Method



1. Deforestation - trees cut down for housing, fuel and agriculture



- plants and animals are destroyed - habitats are also destroyed (give rise to the extinction of certain species) - reduce the amount of water vapour put back in the air - air becomes drier, fewer clouds, less rain - erosion occurs, no trees to break the force of the raindrops



Replacement of Forest - plant new trees - natural cover can be left to regenerate itself without interference



2. Industrial Pollution - burning of fuel in vehicles, power plants produces compounds of nitrogen and sulphur, dissolve in moisture forming weak acids that comes down in the rain



- this acid changes the pH of the soil and water, thus killing plants and animals - acid rain also destroys buildings, since it corrodes metals and minerals, and dissolves limestone



Renewal of Resources - resources that can be renewed must be managed so that they can yield without being destroyed. - those that cannot be renewed is to be used sparingly



3. People’s Lifestyles - finds themselves using more and more land to feed families (especially in less developed countries this can cause ecological damage)



- soil becomes poorer, crops yield less, so poverty increases - land is left abandoned - no proper provision for water, electricity, garbage and sewage disposal thus, exposing themselves to diseases like cholera, typhoid, dysentery



Better Farming Practices - emphasize mixed farming so as to preserve soil fertility - use of predators to control pests (a biological control) instead of using chemicals that can pollute air, soil and water and affect organisms



. Competency Task: Have students identify another an area in the environment where plants are destroyed, and write a letter to the Director in the Ministry of Environment stating the problem and indicating the need for conservation measures to reduce the problem.
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12. The Importance of Plants Duration:



1 Session



Specific Objectives: Students should be able to:



12.1 12.2 12.3 Materials: • •



identify plants which are grown for food discuss the importance of plants in agriculture identify some products, other than food, which come from plants



Plant food products of plants e.g. shampoos, paper, cotton, straw



Scientific and Technological Literacy Factors:



D2, E3, D1, E4



Activities: 1.



Show the class prickle pear (sweet prickle) and aloe vera and ask them to identify the plants. Elicit from the students what the plants are used for. [Suggested answer may include shampoo or for washing the hair.]



2.



Ask students to display the plants they brought and explain how these plants are used. (Note students should be asked in the class before to bring specific plants and to research their uses). Examples may include cabbage, carrots, a variety of tea-bush (sage, mint, etc.), fruits (mango, guava, etc.), cotton, coconut palm, cedar etc.



3.



Have students sort the plants on display. Ensure that they place similar plants on a particular desk and elicit the name of a main group that these plants fit into. Have them explain why the plants are in the same group.



4.



Organized a field trip with a resource person and have students visit a nearby garden such as the school garden, a neighbouring farmer’s garden, or the Botanical Garden in Nevis. Have students discuss the different uses of plants such as a. Preventing erosion b. Food c. Shelter/shade d. Building materials



Competency Task: Ask students to identify products of plants that are found in the classroom, environment, or the home. Have them name the plants and the products derived from those plants. Examples may include a. cotton - clothes b. fruits - juices c. aloe vera - shampoo d. cedar - desk
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Explanations of the Factors in the Dimensions Dimensions of Scientific Scientific and Technological Literacy (Sourced from 2001/2002 Science and Technology Curriculum Guide for Primary Schools)



A. Nature of Science The scientifically literate person understands the nature of science and scientific knowledge. Science is both public and private. Science experiences should introduce students to the private and intuitive aspects of scientific inquiry and discovery as well as to the more formal aspects of science. The nature of scientific knowledge is such that it is: A1



public/private Science is based on evidence, developed privately by individuals or groups, which is shared publicly with others. This provides other individuals with the opportunity to examine the evidence and the conclusions. Example:



A2



Students keep classroom journals of their observations and then share their findings with other members of the class.



historic Past science knowledge should be viewed in its historical context and not be degraded on the basis of present knowledge. Example:



A3



Louis Pasteur discovered the process of heating milk to kill germs. Today, milk is pasteurized.



holistic All branches of science are interrelated. Example:



A4



The principles of chemistry govern how an animal digests food.



replicable Science is based on evidence which could be obtained by other people working in a different place and at a different time under similar conditions. Example:



A5



A group of students all perform the same experiment and discover similarities in their results.



empirical Scientific knowledge is based on experimentation or observation. Example:



A6



Scientists perform experiments and gather data from the things they observe.



probabilistic Science does not make absolute predictions or explanations.
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unique The nature of scientific knowledge and the procedures for generating new are different from those in other fields of knowledge such as philosophy. Example:



A8



Science and philosophy use different methods to understand nature.



tentative Scientific knowledge is subject to change. It does not claim to be truth in an absolute and final sense. This does not lessen the value of knowledge for the scientifically literate person. Example:



A9



As new data becomes available, theories are modified to encompass the old and the new data. Our views since 1900 of atomic structure have changed considerably for this reason.



human/culture related Scientific knowledge is a product of humankind. It involves creative imagination. The knowledge is shaped by and from concepts that are a product of culture. Example:



The use-of biotechnology has resulted in changes in rapeseed to remove erucic acid. This has led to the development of improved varieties of canola oil for human consumption.



B. Nature of Technology The technologically literate person understands the nature of technology and its end results. Technology is both public and private. Technological activities should introduce students to the private and creative aspects of problem solving and decision making as well as to the more formal aspects of industry. The nature of technology is such that it is: B1



public/private Technology results in new products, developed privately by individuals or groups, which are shared publicly with others. This provides other individuals with the opportunity to examine the gadgets and determine utilitarian value. Example:



B2



Students design paper animals and then share their designs with other members of the class.



historic Past invention should be viewed in its historical context and not be degraded on the basis of more advanced products. Example:



John Stringfellow built the first powered flying machine which made short, sustained flights up to 40 yards. Today, space crafts visit other planets.
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replicable Technology results in new products which could be developed by other people working in a different place and at a different time under similar conditions. Example:



B4



A group of students all design paper aeroplanes from the same materials and discover similarities in their results.



dependent Technology depends on accurate scientific information and cannot violate scientific laws. Example:



B5



Knowledge about the refraction of light led to the development of optical instruments such as spectacles, binoculars, and telescopes.



precise Technology solves problems of human adaptation to the environment. Precision in the development of new products is crucial in ensuring public safety as well as the optimum use of the product. Example:



B6



A motor vehicle company recalled a shipment of cars and replaced front shocks since the front tires of those vehicles were wearing badly due to imperfect shocks.



economic The products of technology are designed for human consumption. Cost-risk-benefits will be taken into consideration when plans are made for development of a new product. Example:



B7



The production cost of a new and improved skin lotion had to be taken into account before the selling price could be determined.



social/political Technological activity leads logically to enhancing physical survival through the meeting of various social needs. It impacts on political systems by generating citizens who can think technologically and make informed decisions. Example:



B8



After doing a needs assessment Government decides to train individuals in various aspects of engineering. These persons will then be responsible for managing infra structural development in the country thus providing adequate housing, water, and electricity supplies for consumers.



novel/innovative Technological solutions take the form of new or improved products or services. Example:



Cooking some vegetables destroys most of their nutrients. The juicer provides an innovative method of getting optimum nutrients from these vegetables.
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human/culture related Technology allows people to solve problems of humankind. It involves creative imagination. The solutions are provided by and through knowledge of scientific concepts that are a product of culture. Example:



The use of biotechnology has resulted in the development of chemical fertilizers. This has led to improved yields of fruits and vegetables for human consumption.



C. Key Science Concepts The scientifically literate person understands and accurately applies appropriate science concepts, principles, laws, and theories in interacting with society and the environment. Among the key concepts of science are: C1



change Change is the process of becoming different. It may involve several stages. Examples:



C2



An organism develops from an egg, matures, and eventually dies. Rocks are eroded.



interaction This happens when two or more things influence or affect each other. Example:



C3



Some animals living in the same place have to compete for available food and space.



orderliness This is a regular sequence which either exists in nature or is imposed through classification. Example:



C4



The earth moves about the sun in a regular manner.



organism An organism is a living thing or something that was once alive. Example:



C5



Plants and animals are organisms.



perception Perception is the interpretation of sensory input by the brain.



C6



Example: symmetry



In cricket, a fielder will run to the spot where a ball is likely to land.



This is a repetition of a pattern within some larger structure. Dimensions of Scientific and Technological Literacy Explained
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Some animals appear to have matching halves. Most wall paper patterns exhibit symmetry.



force A force is a push or a pull. Examples:



C8



A magnet can pick up a paper clip. Pedalling a bicycle causes it to move.



quantification Numbers can be used to convey important information. Examples:



C9



There are 60 seconds in one minute. There are 206 bones in the human body



reproducibility of results Repetition of a procedure should produce the same results if all other conditions are identical. It is a necessary characteristic of scientific experiments. Example:



C10



When a small ice cube is placed in a bucket of warm water, the ice cube will melt.



cause-effect It is how one thing affects another. Example:



C11



A frightened bird may fly away.



predictability Patterns can be identified in nature. From those patterns inferences can be made. Examples:



C12



When a seed receives enough moisture in a warm place it will germinate. From this, one might predict that to keep seeds from germinating they should be kept dry.



conservation An understanding of the finite nature of the world's resources, and an understanding of the necessity to treat those resources with prudence and economy, are underlying principles of conservation. Examples:



C13



Stopping dripping faucets will save water. Smaller, more efficient cars can be designed to use less fuel.



energy-matter
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It is the interchangeable and dependent relationship between energy and matter. Example: C14



When a candle burns, some of the energy stored in the wax is released as heat and light.



cycle Certain events or conditions are repeated. Examples:



C15



Water from the earth goes into the atmosphere as clouds and returns to the earth as rain. A pendulum on a clock swings back and forth in a regular manner.



model A model is a representation of something. Examples: A globe is a model of the earth. Marbles and Styrofoam balls can be used to make models which represent atoms.



C16



system A set of interrelated parts forms a system. Example:



C17



The earth is a planet in the solar system. A stereo sound system consists of speakers, an amplifier, input devices, such as a CD player, and other parts which are all connected together.



field A field is something which fills all space and which can influence something else. Example:



C18



Two similar magnetic poles repel one another. If a ball is thrown into the air, it returns to the earth because of the pull of gravity.



population A population is a group of organisms that share common characteristics. Example:



C19



A human population is a group of people living together in a particular place.



probability Probability is the relative degree of certainty that can be assigned to certain events happening in a specified time interval or within a sequence of events. Example:



C2O



The probability of getting some types of cancer increases with prolonged exposure to large doses of radiation.



theory
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A theory is a connected and internally consistent group of sentences, equations, models, or a combination of these, which serves to explain things and events. Example: C21



One theory suggests that there are periodic mass extinctions of species.



accuracy Accuracy involves a recognition that there is uncertainty in measurement and the correct use of significant figures. Example:



C22



A watch with a minute hand is more accurate for measuring time than an hourglass.



time-space It is a mathematical framework in which it is convenient to describe objects and events. Example:



An average human being has an extension in one direction of approximately 1 3/4 metres and in another direction of about 70 years



D. Processes of Science The scientifically literate person uses the processes of science in solving problems, making decisions, and furthering understanding of society and the environment. Complex or integrated processes include those which are more basic. The ability to use the science processes will facilitate learning. The processes of science include: D1



classifying Classifying is a systematic procedure used to impose order on collections of objects or events. Example:



D2



Objects can be grouped in a variety of ways, such as by size, shape, or colour.



communicating Communicating is any one of several procedures for transmitting information from one person to another. Example:



D3



Writing reports, or participating in discussions in class are examples of communicating.



observing and describing This is one of the most basic processes of science. The senses are used to obtain information about the environment. Example:



Students record the present weather conditions each morning at 9 o'clock.
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working cooperatively This involves an individual working productively as a member of a team for the benefit of the team's goals. Example:



D5



Students share responsibilities in the completion of an experiment.



measuring An instrument is used to obtain a quantitative value associated with some characteristic of an object or event. Example:



D6



The length of a table could be determined to the nearest millimetre with the correct measuring device.



questioning It is the ability to raise problems or points for investigation or discussion. Example:



D7



A student should be able to create directed questions about observed events. When egrets are observed, questions such as. "Why do egrets flock to migrate from one place to another?" and "How do birds know where to go?" should direct further inquiry.



using numbers This involves counting or measuring to express ideas, observations, or relationships, often as a compliment to the use of words. Example:



D8



One orange had seven seeds in it, while another orange had no seeds.



hypothesizing It is stating a tentative generalization which may be used to explain a relatively large number of events but which is subject to immediate or eventual testing by experiments. Example:



D9



Ask students to explain what they think might happen to a plant if it is placed in a dark place for several days. Then ask them to explain how to design and conduct experiments to test their explanations.



inferring It is explaining an observation in terms of previous experience. Example:



D10



Because clay is a less permeable material, puddles of water do not soak away as quickly on clay soil as they do on sandy soil.



predicting This involves determining future outcomes on the basis of previous information. Example:



Anticipate whether or not it is likely to rain later in the day based on current cloud conditions.
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controlling variables Controlling variables is based on identifying and managing the conditions that may influence a situation or event. Example:



D12



In order to test the effect of fertilizer on plant growth, all other factors which may be important in the plant’s growth must be identified and kept similar so that the effect of the fertilizer can be seen.



interpreting data This important process is based on finding a pattern in a collection of the data. It can lead to a generalization. Example:



D13



The grass under a rug which is thrown on a lawn turns yellow. Removing the rug will eventually allow the grass to become green again. One might infer from the observations that, a lack of light or an increase in pressure on the plants, caused them to turn yellow.



formulating models Models are used to represent an object or event. Example:



D14



The globe is a model of the earth.



problem solving Scientific knowledge is generated by, and used for, asking questions about the natural world. Quantitative methods are frequently employed. Example:



D15



A student sees a bat one evening and cannot remember ever seeing one during the day. A question arises: “Why is it that I have never seen a bat before dark?” This leads to a series of investigations and research in an attempt to find the answer to the question.



analysing It is examining scientific ideas and concepts to determine their essence or meaning. Example:



D16



Groups of students observe satellite weather images. Each group tries to develop a forecast based on the satellite images and their knowledge of weather patterns, the characteristics of weather systems, the motion of weather systems, and so on.



designing experiments Designing experiments involves planning a series of data-gathering operations which will provide a basis for testing a hypothesis or answering a question. Example:



D17



Automobile manufacturers test seat belt performance in crash tests.



using time-space relationships
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These are the two criteria used to describe the location of things. Example: D18



The position of a star on any given date can be determined from astronomical reference tables.



consensus making Consensus making is reaching an agreement when a diversity of opinions exits. Example:



D19



Discussion of disposal of toxic waste, based on student research, gives students a chance to evaluate information.



defining operationally Constructing a definition from what has been done and what has been observed. Example:



D20



The anther of a flower can be defined as the swollen part of the stamen where the pollen grains are produced.



synthesizing This refers to the ability to put parts together to form a new whole. Example:



A group of students may formulate a plan for an experiment, or a new scheme for classifying objects (or events, or ideas).



E. Processes of Technology The technologically competent person uses the processes of technology to create designs for artefacts and for inventing. These processes can also be used to design systems of working, such as setting up a production line to make a large number of boxes. The processes of technology include: E1



problem identification The technological process usually begins with recognition of suitable needs for which products can be devised. The problem is then clearly defined based on perceived needs. Example:



E2



Students need a container for storing pencils. A suitable problem may be how a box can be made for storing pencils in the classroom.



reasoning This involves generating and discussing ideas for the solution of problems. Example:



Given a particular problem, students draw on their own knowledge as well as previous experiences to suggest possible solutions to the problem.
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researching This involves searching the literature and other sources to get information on both complimenting and constraining factors in the development of a particular product. Example:



E4



Students take apart a number of boxes to get information on different ways of constructing a box.



data collection Assembling information on a number of possible solutions to a problem. Example:



E5



Students work in small groups to find ways of constructing simple, closed electrical circuits.



data analysis The technologist examines all data collected for possible solutions to a problem. This allows the best solution to be chosen based on previously set criteria. Example:



E6



The chefs in a Kentucky Fried Chicken chain produce different suggestions for making an improved spicy chicken sandwich. After careful consideration of all, the best one was chosen and the green light given to begin production.



creativity Creativity is best describes as the ability to create or generate ideas, processes, experiences, or objects. Example:



E7



A group of students are given the task of finding as many ways as possible to move a big pile of sand from one side of the playground to the other.



designing Producing the first solution to a problem through means such as drawings or rough sketches, descriptions, or models. Example:



E8



An architect makes a miniature model of a resort to show positions of cottages, tennis court, swimming pool, museum, sales office, etc.



making This involves carrying out the design idea by constructing the first solution. Example:



E9



The new stadium has been constructed based on plans drawn by ACE Architectural Services Ltd.



testing Technologists recognize that there is an element of risk in the use of any new product. New products are, therefore, subjected to a series of tests so that both the developers and the consumers can be assured of their utilitarian value.
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Car manufacturers have their vehicles test driven under various conditions before those vehicles are placed on the market.



evaluating In addition to testing, technologists evaluate their products in terms of functional efficiency, aesthetic effects, and social/economic/political aspects. Example:



E11



The President of a large razor company was presented with a beautifully crafted razor designed for women. He deliberately let it slip from his hand while examining it and, picking up the cracked gadget, he said to his designer, "There, she has beauty but she lacks durability."



modifying It is likely that the first attempt at a new product may not adequately satisfy the need, or meet the desired standard. Therefore, there will be need for refinement and repeating of certain stages in the process. Example:



The general public is expressing concern that cars are adding to the pollution problems in cities. Car manufacturers are finding new ways to build engines which are more efficient at burning fuel thus reducing waste toxic emissions.



F. Science-Technology-society-Environment Interrelationships The scientifically literate person understands and appreciates the joint enterprises of science and technology and the interrelationships of these with each other. Some of the factors involved in the interrelationships among science, technology, and the environment are: F1



science and technology Science and technology are different, although they often overlap and depend on each other. Example:



F2



The invention of the microscope led to new discoveries about cells.



scientists and technologists are human Vocations in science and technology are open to most people. Example:



F3



By researching the biographies of famous scientists, students can begin to appreciate the human elements of science and technology.



impact of science and technology
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Scientific and technological developments have real and direct effects on every person's life. Some effects are desirable; others are not. Some of the desirable effects may have undesirable side effects. In essence, there seems to be a trade-off principle working in which gains are accompanied by losses. Example:



F4



As our society continues to increase its demands on energy consumption and consumer goods, we are likely to attain a higher standard of living while allowing further deterioration of the environment to occur.



science, technology, and the environment Science and technology can be used to monitor environmental quality. Society has the ability and responsibility to educate and legislate environmental quality and the wise usage of natural resources, to ensure quality of life for this and succeeding generations. Example.



F5



Everyone should share in the responsibility of conservation of energy.



public understanding gap A considerable gap exists between scientific and technological knowledge, and public understanding of it. Constant effort is required by scientists, technologists, and educators to minimize this gap. Examples:



F6



Some people mistakenly believe that radiation causes food to become radioactive. Folklore has it that the best time to plant potatoes in the second quarter of the year is during the full moon.



resources for science and technology Science and technology require considerable resources in the form of talent, time, and money. Example:



F7



Further advances in space exploration may require the collective efforts of many nations working together to find the necessary time, money, and, resources.



variable positions It is normal for scientists and technologists to disagree among themselves, even though they may invoke the same scientific theories and data. Example:



F8



There is debate about whether or not controlled burning should be used in national parks.



limitations of science and technology Science and technology cannot guarantee a solution to any specific problem. In fact, the ultimate solution to any problem is usually impossible, and a partial or temporary solution is all that is ever possible. Example:



The solutions that technology now proposes for nuclear waste storage often have significant limitations and are, at best, only short-term solutions until better ones can be found.
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social influence on science and technology The selection of problems investigated by scientific and technological research is influenced by the needs, interests, and financial support of society. Example:



The race to put a person on the moon illustrates how priorities can determine the extent to which the study of particular scientific and technological problems are sanctioned and thus allowed to be investigated.



G. Scientific and Technical Skills The scientifically literate person has developed numerous manipulative skills associated with science and technology. The list of skills that follows represents manipulative skills important to the achievement of scientific literacy: G1



using magnifying instruments Example:



G2



A student demonstrates proficiency in the use of a magnifying lens, a microscope, a telescope, an overhead projector, or a microphone.



using natural environments The student uses natural environments effectively and in appropriately sensitive ways (i. e., collecting, examining and reintroducing specimens). Example:



G3



Students can do a study of the margin of a pond by observing and describing a particular section at two week intervals for three months. After they collect and examine specimens, they should reintroduce them to their natural environment.



using equipment safely The student demonstrates safe use of equipment in the laboratory, in the classroom, and in everyday experiences. Example:



G4



A student recognizes a situation where goggles should be worn, and puts them on before being instructed to wear them.



using audio-visual aids The student independently uses audio-visual aids in communicating information. (Audio-visual aids include such things as: drawings, photographs, collages, television, radio, video cassette recorders, overhead projectors, etc.) Examples:



G5



A student explains to the teacher how to operate the VCR. A student uses a camera to record natural phenomena.



measuring distance
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The student accurately measures distance with appropriate instruments such as rulers, metre sticks, or trundle wheels. Example: G6



Determine the length and width of a room using a metre stick.



manipulative ability The student demonstrates the ability to handle objects with skill and dexterity. Example:



G7



A student uses a pair of tweezers and a hand magnifier to examine the inside of a flowering plant.



measuring time The student accurately measures time with appropriate instruments such as a watch, an hour-glass, or any device which exhibits periodic motion. Example:



G8



A student uses a stopwatch to measure accurately short periods of time.



measuring volume The student measures volume directly with graduated containers. The student also measures volume indirectly using calculations from mathematical relations. Example:



G9



Read the volume of a graduated cylinder.



measuring temperature The student accurately measures temperature with a thermometer. Example:



G10



Place a thermometer where an accurate measurement can be obtained, and read to the nearest 0.5"C.



measuring mass The student accurately measures mass with a double beam balance or by using other appropriate techniques. Example:



G11



Use a balance to determine the mass of an object.



using electronic instruments The student can use electronic instruments that reveal physical or chemical properties, or monitor biological functions. Example:



G12



Use a digital thermometer to measure the body temperature of several people.



using quantitative relationships
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The students uses mathematical expressions correctly. Examples:



Calculate the volume of a cube given the length of one side. Calculate volume from area and height data.



H. Values that Underlie Science The scientifically literate person interacts with society and the environment in ways that are consistent with the values that underlie science. The values that underlie science include: H1



longing to know and understand Knowledge is desirable. Inquiry toward the generation of knowledge is a worthy investment of time and other resources. Example:



H2



A group of four students asks the teacher if they can do a Science Challenge project on a topic that they are all interested in.



questioning Questioning is important. Some questions are of greater value than others because they lead to further understanding through scientific inquiry. Example:



H3



Students ask questions about things they see happening around them.



search for data and their meaning Data can be used to explain many things. In some cases immediate practical applications of value to humankind are the result of interpreting data. Example:



H4



A class performs a research project to observe the weather, record data, and search for patterns or meaning in the data.



valuing natural environments Our survival depends on our ability to sustain the essential balance of nature. There is intrinsic beauty to be found in nature. Example:



On a field trip the actions of the participants should be considerate toward and conserving of all components of the ecosystem.
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respect for logic Correct and valid inferences are important. It is essential that conclusions and actions be subject to doubt. Example:



H6



Error in logic are recognized. Information is viewed critically with respect to the logic used.



consideration of consequence It is frequent and thoughtful review of the effects that certain actions will have. Examples:



H7



Experimental procedures can affect the outcome of the experiment. Transporting oil by tankers might cause an oil spill, with very serious - environmental consequences.



demand for verification Supporting data must be made public. Empirical tests must be conducted to assess the validity or accuracy of findings or assertions. Example:



Media reports and research are reviewed critically and compared to other sources of information before being accepted or rejected.



I. Science Related Interests and Attitudes The scientifically literate person has developed a unique view of science, technology, society and the environment as a result of science education, and continues to extend this education through-out life. Science-related interests and attitudes include: I1



interest The student exhibits an observable interest in science. Example:



I2



Students and teachers who spend a great deal of time outside class on science fair projects exhibit a keen interest in science.



confidence The student experiences a measure of self-satisfaction by participating in science and in understanding scientific things. Example:



I3



Students and teachers who read science literature are interested in discussing with others what they read.



continuous learner
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The individual has gained some scientific knowledge and continues some line of scientific inquiry. This may take many forms. Example: I4



A person joins a natural history society to learn more about wildlife.



media preference A student selects the most appropriate media, depending on the information needed, and on his or her present level of understanding. Example:



I5



A Grade 3 student might choose to watch a science programme on television rather than to read about the same topic in a scientific journal.



avocation The student pursues a science-related hobby. Example: By pursuing a hobby such as bird-watching, astronomy, or shell collecting, a student demonstrates a keen interest in science.



I6



response preference The way in which people behave can be an indication of whether or not they are striving to attain scientific literacy. Example:



I7



A person selects food in a fast food outlet based on its nutritional value. In an election, voters might consider the candidates' positions on environmental issues.



vocation The student considers a science-related occupation. Example:



I8



Teachers should encourage students to become interested in science related fields.



explanation preference The student chooses a scientific explanation over non-scientific explanation when it is appropriate to do so. The student also recognizes that there may be some circumstances in which it may not be appropriate to select a scientific explanation. Example:



I9



A student chooses to explain the causes of lightning and thunder based on a scientific explanation instead of on mythology.



valuing contributors The student values those scientists and technologists who have made significant contributions to humanity. Examples:



A person wears a T-shirt bearing the image of some famous scientist. Some students may hold the science teacher in very high regard.
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